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Abstract 
Suppose that 1 is the successor of a singular cardinal p whose cofinality is an uncountable 
cardinal K. We give a sufficient condition that the club filter of 1 concentrating on the points 
of cofinality K is not A+-saturated.’ The condition is phrased in terms of a notion that we call 
weak reflection. We discuss various properties of weak reflection. 
We introduce a weak version of the &-principle, which we call &*_, and show that if it 
holds on a stationary subset S of i, then no normal filter on S is I+-saturated. Under the above 
assumptions, &Y(S) is true for any stationary subset S of 3, which does not contain points of 
cofinality K. For stationary sets S which concentrate on points of cofinality K, we show that 
b,*_(S) holds modulo an ideal obtained through the weak reflection. 
0. Introduction 
Suppose that 1 = p+ and ,u is an infinite cardinal of cofinality K. We revisit the 
classical question of whether a normal filter on I can be I+-saturated. We are in 
particular concerned with the case of K uncountable and less than p. We are mostly 
interested in the club filter on il. 
While the richness of the literature on the subject provides us with a strong 
motivation for a further study, it also prevents us from giving a complete history 
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and bibliography involved. We shall give a list of those references which are most di- 
rectly connected or used in our results, and for further reading we can suggest looking 
at the references mentioned in the papers that we refer to. 
It is well known that for no regular /3 > No the club filter on 0 can be &saturated, 
but modulo the existence of huge or other large cardinals it is consistent that Ni carries 
an Nz-saturated normal filter [5], or in fact that any uncountable regular N, carries an 
N,+i-saturated normal filter [3]. In these arguments the saturated filter obtained is not 
the club filter. As a particular case of [13, Th. 141 or [14, Th. 61, if e = p+, then the 
club filter gC restricted to the elements of e of a fixed cofinality 9 # cf(p) is not a+- 
saturated. It is consistent that a~, is &-saturated, as is shown in [4] and also in [21]. 
If e < p and p is a regular cardinal, we use S; to denote the set of elements of e 
which have cofinality p. Let 1 be as above. 
In the first section of the present paper, we give a sufficient condition that 91 t S,” 
is not I+-saturated. Here No < K = cf(p) < p. The condition is a reflection property, 
which we shall call weak rejection, as we show that it is weaker than some known 
reflection properties. We discuss the properties of weak reflection in more detail in 
Section 1. Of course, the main part of the section is to show that the appropriate form 
of the weak reflection indeed suffices for 9~ 1 S;” not to be I+-saturated, which is 
done in 1.13. In 1.15 the argument is generalized to some other normal filters on 1, 
and [l 11, Section 3 is revisited. 
In the second section we introduce the combinatorial principle 4’ which has the 
property that, if &Y(S) holds, then no normal filter on S is I+-saturated. Here S is 
a stationary subset of 1. The &*_ is a weak form of 4. The )-principle was first 
introduced for Nt in Ostaszewski [S], and later investigated in a more general setting 
in [lo] and elsewhere. 
If I is the successor of the singular cardinal p whose cofinality is rc, then i?(n\Si) 
is true just in ZFC. As a corollary of this we obtain an alternative proof of a part of 
the result of [13, Th. 141 or [14, Th. 61. On the other hand, ir(S,$) only holds modulo 
an ideal defined through the weak reflection (in Section 1 ), so this gives a connection 
with the results of the first section. For the case of p being a strong limit, i? just 
becomes the already known i*. Trying to apply to #_ arguments which work for the 
corresponding version of 0, we came up with a question we could not answer, so we 
pose it in 2.6. 
Before we proceed to present our results, we shall introduce some notation and 
conventions that will be used throughout the paper. 
Notation 0.0. (0) Suppose that y > 0 and 8 is a regular cardinal. Then 
s:,={6 < y:No<cf(6) < e), if e > No. 
s; = (6 < y : cf(6) = e). 
More generally, we use SJB for r E { <, <, =, #, >, 2 } to describe 
STB = (6 < y : No< cf(6)& cf(b)re}. 
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(1) SING denotes the class of singular ordinals, that is, all ordinals 6 with cf(6) < 6. 
LO4 denotes the class of all limit ordinals. 
(2) For 2 a cardinal with cf(1) > No, we denote by 991 the club filter on ;1. The 
ideal of non-stationary subsets of 2 is denoted by Jl. 
(3) If CGA, then 
act(C) = {CX E C : a = sup(C n cl)} and nacc(C) = C \ act(C). 
We now go on to the first section of the paper. 
1. Saturated filters on the successor of a singular cardinal of uncountable cofinality 
Suppose that p is a cardinal with the property ,u > cf(p) = K > NO, and that 
A = .D+. We wish to discuss the saturation of 9~ 1 S,” and some other normal fil- 
ters on J.. For the reader’s convenience, we recall some relevant definitions and no- 
tational conventions. The cardinals A, p and K as above will be fixed throughout this 
section. 
Notation 1.0. (0) Suppose that 9 is a filter on the set A. The dual ideal 4 of 9 is 
defined as 
9={aC_A: A\aEg}. 
A set a C A is C&positive or LB-stationary if a @ 9. The family of all g-stationary 
sets is denoted by &P. A subset of A which is not a-stationary is referred to as 
LB-non-stationary. 
(1) Suppose that D is a cardinal. A filter 9 on a set A is o-saturated iff there are no 
CJ sets which are all %stationary, but no two of them have a g-stationary intersection. 
If we denote the dual ideal of 9 by 9, then this is equivalent to saying that 9(A)/.P 
has O-CCC. 
For a cardinal p, the filter 9 is p-complete if it is closed under taking intersections 
of < p of its elements. 
(2) A o-complete filter 9 on a cardinal o is normal if, for any sequence X&cc < a) 
of elements of 9, the diagonal intersection 
is an element of 9, and 9 contains all final segments of O. 
(3) Suppose that 9 is a filter on A and S c A is g-stationary. We use 9 1 S to 
denote 
We have fixed cardinals I, p and K at the beginning of this section. By [14, Th. 61 
or [13, Th. 141, we know that 9~ 1 S& is not ;l+-saturated. We shall now introduce 
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a sufficient condition, under which we can prove that 9~ r S,” is not A+-saturated. In 
Theorem 1.15, we extend the result to a somewhat larger class of normal filters on 1. 
Definition 1.1. Suppose x > No is a regular cardinal and q > x is an ordinal. We say 
that q has the strong non-reflection property for x, if there is a function h : q --f x 
such that for every 6 E Si, there is a club subset C of 6 with h 1 C strictly increasing. 
In such a case we say that h witnesses the strong non-reflection of q for x. 
If rl does not have the strong non-reflection property for x, then we say that q has 
the weak reflection for x, or that q is weakly rejective for x. 
If h : u] -+ x is a function, we define 
ref(h) dsf (6 E Sz : h 1 C is not strictly increasing for any club C of 6). 
We shall first make some general remarks about Definition 1 .l. 
Observation 1.2. (1) If n is weakly rejective for x > No, and c > v], & c is weakly 
rejective for x. 
(2) If n > x = cf(x) > No, &r rl has the strong non-reflection property for x 
ifs there is an h : q + x such that f or all 6 E Sj, there is a club C of 6 with the 
property that h t C is l-l. In fact, the two sides of the equivalence can be witnessed 
by the same function h. 
(3) Suppose that x is a given uncountable regular cardinal such that there is an n 
which weakly rejects at x. j&n the minimal such n, which we shall denote by 6*(x), 
is a regular cardinal > x. Consequently, i weakly rejects at x isf there is a regular 
cardinal tJ<[ such that 8 weakly reflects at x. 
(4) Suppose that x is a regular cardinal, and n = O*(x) or n is an ordinal of 
cofinality 20*(x), so that S&(xj is stationary in q. (This makes sense, as by (3), tf 
e*(x) is defined, then it is a regular cardinal.) Then not only is n weakly rejective 
for x, but for every h : q -+ x, the set ref(h) is stationary. 
Proof. (1) Follows from the definition. 
(2) If 9 has the strong non-reflection for x, the other side of the above equivalence 
is obviously true. 
In the other direction, suppose that h satisfies the conditions on the right hand side, 
and fix a 6 E $. Let C be a club of 6 on which h is l-l. In particular note that 
ran(h) is cofinal in x and that otp(C) = x. By induction on y < x, define 
By = Min{ u E C : (V’P E CC \ ~1) (K < Y) (h(P) > Wt))}. 
Then D = {& : y < x} is a club of 6 and h 10 is strictly increasing. 
(3) Let q = e*(x) be the minimal ordinal which weakly reflects at x, so obviously 
q > x. If q is not a regular cardinal, we can find an increasing continuous sequence of 
ordinals (Q : i < i) which is cofinal in I], and such that [ < q. We can also assume 
that ~0 = 0 and y11 > x. In addition, for every i < [, if i is a successor, we can assume 
that vi is also a successor. 
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Then, for every i < [, there is an hi+, : vi+1 + x which exemplifies that vi+1 has 
the strong non-reflection property for x. There is also a g : i --t x which witnesses that 
{ has the strong non-reflection property for x. Define h : q --) x by 
h(a) = 
hi+l(a) if c~ E (Vi, Vi+1 ), 
g(i) if CI = vi. 
Since ye is weakly reflective for x, there must be a 6 E Sz such that for no club C of 
6 is h r C strictly increasing. We can distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: 6 E (qi,yIi+t] for some i < [. Then there is a club C of 6 on which hi+1 
is strictly increasing. But then h r (C \ (vi + 1)) = hi+, r (C \ (vi + 1)) is strictly 
increasing, and C \ (vi + 1) is a club of 6. A contradiction. 
Case 2: 6 = vi for some limit i < [. Notice that D = {qj : j < i} is a club of vi. 
We know that there is a club C of i on which g is increasing. Then setting E = C rl D, 
we conclude that h 1 E is strictly increasing. Therefore, a contradiction. 
(4) We first assume that q = e*(x). By (2), K!?*(X) 1s necessarily a regular cardinal 
> x. Let h : O*(x) + x be given. Suppose that ref(h) is non-stationary in 0*(x) and fix 
a club E in 6*(x) such that Erlref(h) = 0. Without loss of generality, otp(E) = e*(x). 
Let us fix an increasing enumeration E = {Xi : i < 9*(x)}. Without loss of generality, 
t10 = 0 and c11 > x and ui+l is a successor for every i. So, for each i, there is a 
function hi : ct+l + x which witnesses that ai+r is strongly non-reflective at x. 
But now we can use h and hi for i < O*(x) to define a function which will contradict 
that e*(x) weakly reflects at x, similarly to the proof of (3). 
The other case is that q > e*(x), so S&) is stationary in q. Let h : q --+ x be 
given. 
If 6 E s;*(x), then let us fix a club Cd of 6 such that otp(Cg) = e*(x). Let Ch = 
{ai: i < O*(x)} b e an increasing enumeration. Then h 1 C, induces a function gs : 
O*(x) + x, given by g&(i) = h(Ui). 
We wish to show that ref(h) is stationary in v. So, let C be a club of q. As we 
know that S&) is stationary in q, we can find a 6 E S$(Xj which is an accumulation 
point of C. Then C fl CS is a club of 6, so E dzf {i < B*(x): Cli E C} is a club 
in e*(x). Therefore, there is an i E E n ref(gs), by the first part of this proof. Then 
tl, E ref(h) n C. 0 
Remark 1.2a. One can ask the question of 1.2(3) in the opposite direction: suppose that 
G reflects at some q, what can we say about the first such n? This is an 
question, for more on this see [2]. 
independence 
We find it convenient to introduce the following 
Definition 1.3. For ordinals q > x > No, where x is a regular cardinal, we define 
9[~, x) = {A c q : there is a function h : q -+ x such that for every 
there is a club C of 6 with h r C strictly increasing}. 
GEARS,“, 
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Saying that r~ has the strong non-reflection property for x is equivalent to claiming that 
rl E Y[Qx) or S$ E 9[q, x). In such a case, we say that Y[Q x) is trivial. 
1(0,x) is the statement: There is an q E (x,0) with 9[~, x) non-trivial. 
Theorem 1.4, Suppose that 1 > x > No and x is a reguIa$ cardinal. m ,IB[q, x) is 
a X-complete ideal an q. 
Proof. 9[q,x) is obviously non-empty and downward closed. 
Suppose that Ai (i < i* < x) are sets from Y[~I, x), and that hi : q -+ x witnesses 
that Ai E 9[?, x) for i < i*. Let A = Uici* Ai, and we shall see that A E 4[r,r,x). This 
will be exemplified by the function k : q --+ x defined by h(& dgf sup{/@) : i < i’}. 
Let 6 E A n Sz be given. 
Then 6 E Ai for some i < i’, and therefore there is a club C of 6 such that hi 1 C 
is strictly increasing. Then it must be that otp(C) = cf(6) = x, and we can enumerate 
C increasingly as {/$ : E < x}. Therefore, the sequence (@BE) : E < x) is a strictly 
increasing sequence in x, and x = SUP,<~ (hi@)). 
On the other hand, for every a, we have that h&) < x, so there is a minimal 
C(E) < x such that A(&) < ~i(~~~~~) for some i < i’. Let 
so E is a club of x and C* dsf {& : 5 E E} is a club of 6. 
But then, for ai < EZ E E we have &al) < ~2, so for some i < i* we have 
h(&) < hj(fir(E,)) < hi(Pc,)<?Zk(@E2), so h 1 C* is strictly increasing. 0 
If there is a square on o+, then 1(&,x) is false. As there are various notations in 
use, to make this statement precise, we state the definition of the cl principle that we 
use. Note that what we refer to as D(&), some authors regard as 0,. 
Definition 1.5. Suppose that x and CJ are cardinals, o~~,~) denotes the following state- 
ment: x < a and there is a sequence (Cs : 6 E (SING n LIM)&x < 6 < a) such 
that: 
(1) CS is a club in 6. 
(2) otPfCa) < 8. 
(3) If 6 is an accumulation point of C,, then CS is defined and Ca = 6 n C,. In 
particular, 6 > x. 
We use 0(x+) as a shorthand for o(~,~+). The sequence as above is called a o(~,~)- 
sequence, and its subsequences are called partial o(,,)-sequences. 
Observation 1.6. (0) No& that by a closed abounded set of co, we simply mean an 
unbo~ded subset of W. Similarly, any 6 with cf(6) = No will have a club subset 
consisting of an unbounded w-sequence in 6. So, q (o1) trivially holds. 
(1) If x1 <x2 < (7, then qxl,a) 3 qxz,.+ lf x < a1 Ga2, then 0(x.02) * qx,o,). 
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Theorem 1.7. If 0 > x is regular, then qx,e) implies that 0 has the strong non- 
rejection property for x. 
Proof. From [ 17, VII 1.71, we recall the following Fact 1.7a. For the reader’s conve- 
nience, we also include the proof. 
Fact 1.7% Assume that i&8) holds. m, there is a partial ~~,ff)-se~~e~ce 
(Cs : 6 E (SZNGnLjrM)&~ < 6 < 8& cf(6) < x), 
such that for each 6 for which CS is deemed, 
(i) Ca is a club subset of 6, 
(ii) otp(C6) < 6 & cf(S) < x * otp(C6) < x, 
(iii) y E acc(C6) & C, dejined + C, = Ca n y. 
Proof of Fact 1.7a. We start with a sequence (06 : 6 E (SING nLIM)&X -c 6 < 0) 
which exemplifies &,0). 
We can without loss of generality assume that each Ds satisfies D& n x = 0. For 
each 6 for which Da is defined, we can define a l-l onto function fs : Da + otp(Dg) 
by 
Note that y E acc(Ds) + fs r D, = fy. N ow we define CJ for 6 < 8 with cf(6) < x 
by induction on 6 < 8. 
If D6 is not defined, then CJ is not either. 
If Da is defined, and &tp(D,) is not defined, we set Cd = Da. Note that otp(Da) < x 
in this case. 
Finally, suppose that both DS and DoQ(~&) are defined. Then 6 > otp(D6) > x and 
cf (otp(Da)) = cf(S) < x. So CM,,, is already defined and we can define 
CS kf {a E DS : fd@) E c,tp(D,,). 
We can check that 
csf (Cs : S 6 (SINGnLIM)&~ < 6 < O&cf(6) < x) 
is as required. One thing to note is that if y E acc(Cs) and DO*~6j is defined, then 
DOtp(~;.) must be defined too. 0 
Fixing a sequence c like in Fact 1.7a, the following defines a function h : @ --+ x: 
h(6) = 
{ 
otp(G) if 6 E Pi& \ x, 
o 
otherwise. 
Now, if 6 E Si, we can choose a club I!& of 6 which consists only of elements of 
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We let 
D6 = acc(C6) n Ea. 
Then h 106 is increasing and Da is a club in 6. 0 
We can also show, for example, that 1(0,x+) is consistently true if u > x+ and x 
is regular. This follows from Fact 1.10 below. This fact also explains why we choose 
to call the properties under consideration “weak reflection” and “strong non-reflection”. 
There are other reflection properties that imply the weak reflection, like the reflections 
considered in [l] and elsewhere, so Fact 1.10 can be used as an example of a proof 
that the weak reflection is weaker than other reflection principles. Let us first recall 
the notion of stationary reflection. 
Definition 1.8. (0) Suppose that S is a stationary subset of a cardinal 8 with cf(0) > 
No. We say that S rejects at 6 E 0 if cf(6) > No and S n 6 is stationary in 6. We say 
that S is rejecting if there is 6 E 0 such that S reflects at 6. Otherwise, S is said to 
be non-rejecting. 
(1) A regular cardinal 0 is rejecting iff for every regular 1 such that x < xf < 0, 
every stationary S C S! is reflecting. 
(2) For a regular cardinal 8, notation REF(B) means that 8 is reflecting. REF is the 
statement denoting that for every 8 > Ni which is a regular cardinal, REF(B) holds. 
(3) Suppose that 2 > 8, K are regular cardinals and rc > Ha. We define the statement 
Ref(i, JC, 0) to mean: For every S Z St which is stationary, there is a 6 of cofinality K 
such that S reflects at 6. 
Remark 1.9. (0) If 6 is an ordinal of uncountable cofinality, then 6 has a club subset 
consisting only of elements of cofinality < cf(6). Therefore, if S reflects at 6, then S 
has to have elements of cofinality < cf(6). This explains the gap of one between x 
and 0 in the definition of REF(B). 
REF is consistent modulo the existence of infinitely many supercompact cardinals 
[ 151. The consistency of Ref(1, K, 0) has also been extensively studied, starting with a 
result of Baumgartner in [l] that CON(Ref(N2,N1,No)) follows from the existence of 
a weakly compact cardinal. 
(1) M. Magidor points out the following equivalent definition of the weak reflection, 
from which it is easy to see that it is weaker than what is usually meant by reflection: 
We can say that tl > K weakly reflects at rc iff for any partition 
se,, = u $2 
i<K 
there is an i < K and an a E S,” such that Si n a is stationary in a. 
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Fact 1.10. (0) Suppose that x is a successor cardinal. m 
REF(x+) + X+weakly reflects at x. 
Proof. (0) Let x = fl+. So, suppose for contradiction that h : x+ -+ x is a function 
such that for every 6 E 5’;‘) there is a club of Cs with h r Cd l-l. 
Now, h is regressive on (x,x+). Since (x,x+) n 8:’ is stationary in x+, there is a 
stationary S C(x, x+) 17 S.$’ such that h 1 S is a constant. 
By REF(x+), there is a 6 E x+ such that S n 6 is stationary in 6. As in 1.9, we 
conclude that cf(6) > cz. Therefore cf(S) = 2 and CC, is defined. But then S n Cs is 
stationary in 6, and h 1 (S II CS) is constant. 
(1) Similar. Cl 
We now go on to present he last two facts before we proceed to the Main Theorem. 
Fact 1.11. Suppose that cf(6) > No and f: 6 + 6 is a function which is not 
increasing on any club of 6. m there is a stationary set S in 6 such that TV E 
S + f(a) < Min(S). (Hence, there is also a stationary subset of 6 on which f is 
a constant. ) 
Proof. We fix an increasing continuous equence of ordinals (01, : E -=z cf(6)) which 
is cofinal in 8. Let T dgf {E : f(ol,) < a,}. So T 2 cf(6). 
We shall see that T is stationary in cf(6). Let us first assume that it is true, and 
define for E E T \ { 0}, 
g(E) kf Min{[ : f(a,) -z “[+I}. 
Therefore, g is regressive, and we can find a stationary 2’1 C T such that g 1 Tl is 
constantly equal to some i*. 
Let S d&f {a, : E E jr1 \ ([* + 2)). We can check that this S is as required. 
It remains to be seen that T is stationary in cf(6). Suppose not. Then we can find 
a club C in cf(S) such that C n T = 8. Let 
E def {E: E E UMn C&(V[ < &)(f(ac) < aE)}. 
Then E is also a club of cf(6). But then D dzf {c(, : E E E} is a club of 6 and f 1 D 
is strictly increasing, contradicting our assumption. IJ 
Remark 1.12. As a remark on the side: we cannot improve the previous result to 
conclude, from the assumptions given above, that there is a club C of 6 such that 
f 1 C is constant. Namely, if we take a stationary costationary set S in 6, and define 
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f on 6 by 
f(a) = { 
1 ifuES, 
0 otherwise, 
then this .f is neither increasing nor constant on any club of 6. In the following Fact 
1.12a we recall a more general result along the lines of Fact 1.11. This fact is not used 
in the proof of the Main Theorem 1.13, and a reader who is in a hurry may without 
loss of continui~ proceed directly to 1.13. 
Fact 1.12a. Suppose that 6 is an ordinal with cf(6) > No and f is a function from 
6 to the ordinals. m, there is a stationary S 2 6 such that 
either f 1 S is constant, 
or f 1 S is strictly increasing. 
Proof. Let 0 = cf(S) > NC,, and (01~ : E < 0) a strictly increasing enumeration of a 
club of 6. Let E d&f 8 f7 LIA4. We define a partial function g : E -+ f3 as follows: 
{ 
(a) fb)GfW, 
g(e) = i if (b) (% < &)tf{~~)~f(~~) * f(~~)~f(~~)), 
(c) c < E is minimal under (a) and (b). 
Note that g(s) < E for all E E Dam(g). Now we consider three cases: 
Case 1: Se dAf E \ Dam(g) is stationary in 8. Then S kf (a, : E E So) is stationary 
in 6. We claim that f f S is strictly increasing on S. Otherwise, there would be an 
E f S such that there is a ie < E with f(txE)< f (q,), which contradicts the fact that 
e 4 Dam(g). 
Case 2: Dam(g) is stationary in 8 and S1 Ef {E E Dam(g) : f(q) = f(a,(E,)} is 
stationary in 8. Since g r S1 is regressive, there is a stationary SZ C St such that g r SZ 
is constant. Then S dGf {CI~ : E E Sz} is stationary in 6, and f 1 S is constant. 
Case 3: Dam(g) is stationary in 8, but S1 is not stationary. Then S’s ‘2 Dam(g) \ 
4 = {a E Dam(g) : f (a,) < f(cqE)>) is stationary, and there is a stationary S, & Ss 
such that g 1 S4 is a constant. Let S = {a E : E E Sa}, so S is a stationary subset of 6. 
We claim that f 1 S is strictly increasing. 
Otherwise, there are ~1 < EZ E S4 such that f (a,,)< f (a,,). On the other hand, 
f(a,,) < f(~~(~,)) = f(cr,(,$ since both ai and ~2 are members of S4. This contra- 
dicts the definition of g(az ), since ~1 < ~2. 0 
We now present our main result. 
Main Theorem 1.13. Assume that d = p+ and ,a > cf(p) = K > No. In addition, 
for some @ E (x,2), we know that 8 has the weak repection property for K. m 
9~ f Si is not At-saturated. 
Proof. By 1.2(3), without loss of generality, 8 is a regular cardinal, so 0 < ,u. 
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Fact 1.13a. There is a stationary subset S of Si such that: For some S+ 2 S and 
Ss 5 2 \ K, there is a sequence 
c = {C, : ct E S’), 
such that, for every cx E Sf : 
(1) C, is a subset of a\u and otp(C,)gB. 
(2) o! is a limit ordinal + sup(&) = cx. 
(3) p E C, =+ (j? E Sf and Cp = C, f~ fl). 
(4) cf(a) = e zflcc E s. 
(5) For every club E in A, there are stationarily many 6 E S such that for all a,/?, 
Proof of Fact 1.13a. Since 8+ < i we can apply [16, 1.51, so there is a stationary 
subset Sl of Si \ (0) with S1 E Z[A]. By [ 16, 1.21, this means that there is a sequence 
(D, : a < A) such that: 
(a) D, is a closed subset of a. 
(b) cz* E nacc(D,) =+ D,* = D, 0 a*. 
(c) For some club E of A, for every 6 E S1 I? E, 
6 = sup(&) & otp(Ds) ‘1: 8. 
(d) nacc(D,) is a set of successor ordinals. 
Observation: We do not lose generality if we in addition require that for each a, 
OtpCDa) <0. 
[why? Let E be the club guaranteed by (c). Since S1 is stationary, so is S1 nE, so 
we can define for a f A 
{ 
D, ifaES,fTE 
0; = or 3p > a (p E SI rl E & a E nacc(Dg)), 
0 otherwise. 
Then we can set S-2 gf SI fIE, so the sequence (0: : a -e 2) will satisfy (a)-(d), with 
Si replaced by SZ, and otp(DL)bB will hold for each a.] 
Continuation of the proof of Fact 1.13a: Now, for any club F of 1, we let 
C?[F] %f (Cs[F] : 6 E S+[F] ‘kf SI rl E il act(F) U (successors) \ K), 
where 
Ca[F] cf (y f nacc(Da) \ K : F n [sup@ n Ds), y) # 0). 
We claim that (? can be set to be equal to c(F) for some club F, with S = S[F] %f 
En Sj n acc(F)\lc and S+ = S+[F]. We are using the ideas of [19, Section 21. 
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It is easily checked that (l)-(4) are satisfied for any club F. So, let us suppose that 
(5) is not satisfied for any choice of F, and we shall obtain a contradiction. 
By induction on 5 < B+, we define a club Fc of J.. 
If [ = 0, we let Fc = U&f. 
If 5 is a limit ordinal, we let Fc = ntcl F 5. This is still a club of 1, as [ < 0+ < A. 
If [ = 5 + I, we have assumed that there is a club Fc such that the set 
is non-stationary. Without loss of generality, we assume that Fr C Ft. 
At the end, let us let C = QcstFy. This is still a club of 2, as 6’ < A. Since 
S d&f s[C] is stationary in I, and for every [ < B+, we have that SC S[F& we 
conclude that the set 
is stationary. So, let us take a S E T n LIM. Then Da is a club of 6, since T il 
LZM&S1 nE. 
For fl E Ds, we consider the sequence 
(sup(PnFg) : 5 < 0’). 
This is a non-increasing sequence of ordinals <fi, so there must be a ia < 8+ and 
yp <fi such that 
Sfi d i < B+ =+ sup(D n Fr ) = yj+ 
Notice that [* dAf sup{{g : p E Da} < 8+, since otp(Ds) = 6’. 
Since 6 4 Gp[Fp+,], by the de~nition of Gc* [Fp+l], there 
such that 
(a,/31 n F[-,I = 0. 
are a < ,l? E Cs[Fp] 
On the other hand, p E CS[F~*] =+ [sup(/?fJD~),p) flFp # 0 =+ sup(Pf7D6)Q sup(Bfl 
Fc*) = yB = sup@ iI F p+l). But E < B and EI E nacc(Da), so sup@ n Da)>ot. 
Therefore cl<yg Qj?. Note now that yg must be a limit ordinal, since Fp+l C LIM. 
But CI is a successor, by (d) in the definition of Dg. So, a < yg 2 p E Fp+l and 
(a, fl] n Fc*+l = 0, by the choice of 8’~~. A contradiction. El 
Continuation of the proof of Main Theorem 1.13: Let us fix S,S+ and E kf (C& : 
a f Sf) as in Fact 1.13a. Denote by cl(c) the following: 
cl(C)={C: ccs+ A~~Bc(c~=Cn~)}. 
Now fix the following enumerations: For a E Sf, let 
C, = {y(a,c) : 8 < otp(Ca)}, 
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such that ~@,a) is increasing in E. For each c, let 
;‘*(x,E) kf u ?(a,<). 
r41: 
Let 1-1 = Cl<Kpi be such that {p; : i E K] is a continuous increasing sequence of 
cardinals, and, for simplicity, ,UO > 8. 
Claim 1.13b. Given enumerations as above, we can for each x < L,,find sets a:(i < ~1 
such thnt 
(I) x = ui<K a;. 
(II) lapi 6~). 
(III) i -C j j a; 5 a; and for i a limit (}rd~na~ < K, 
Proof of Claim 1.13b. It is easy to see that we can choose a: for Q < 2, and i < K 
such that (I)-(III) are satisfied. Suppose we have done so. Then define by induction 
on x < 2, and then by induction on j < K, sets 
a, ‘+ sf uf U {a!+ : /? E f$ U U{C,i : /? E UP fl S+}} u U{Cp : p E u,” n S+}. 
Now we can check that, by renaming a! = a;+, we satisfy the claim. D 
Continuation of the proof of Main Theorem 1.13: So we now fix a; as in Claim 
1.13b. 
Similarly, for each < < A+, we can let s’ = Ua+, b$, where bi are C-increasing in 
z, while lbfl < i. and, if J E b$, then bii C bi. We require in addition that, if 5 = [+ 1, 
then c E bi, and if cf(<) <A, then 5 = sup(bi). 
We now define, for 5 < ??, a function hz : 2 --+ A. This function is given by 
h:(a) ‘ef otp(b$). 
Clearly, each hc is non-decreasing, and 
[ E hi; * h;(a) < h;(x). (a) 
Now, fix a sequence l? = {E, : y E Sj}, where each E,F is a club subset of y with 
otp(E,,) = K and consisting only of elements of cofinality < K. We prove the following 
claim, with the intention of applying it later on the unctions h; (< < Ai). 
Claim 1.13c. Suppose that h : ;1. -+ 2 is non-decreasing, and g is given us above. 
m, there is un i = i(h) < K such that for stutionurily many 4 E SL, there is a 
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c = C( fj) E cl(C) with: 
(i) CC: 9 = sup(C). 
(ii) C C: UpE~,,af (kennce U,,c ar C UBEe, a!, hjj the choice of a’s). 
(iii) vl = sup{% E C : h(cc) E UIIEE,, a! and h(sup(C n z)) E UBEE,, a!}, 
Proof of Claim 1.13~. Recall the definition of S and C~‘S from Claim I.13a. In par- 
ticular, for all (5 E S C S;i, 
c,j = {y(d,i-:) : F < otp(C,r) = 0). 
Let us first fix a li E 5’ and suppose that for all x E Cs, 
h(3) -c Min(C8 \ (01 + 1)). (b) 
We define a function J’ = ,f’,j : B --f IC by: 
If I: E (0 \ S$,), f(E) = 0. 
If I: E &‘(i,,, j’(s) = Min{i < K: h(y*(6,~)),h(y(6,c)) E aFc8"+') and a;*‘(“‘) n Cg 
is unbounded in :+*(6,~)}. 
Remember that all I: E S:, satisfy tie d cf(y*(S, 6)) < K. By the definition of 
~*(a, I:), we have that Cd n y*(S, e) is unbounded in y*(6, E). Then, as {ai”‘““’ : i < K) 
is a C-increasing sequence of sets with union 7*(&c), it must be that Ci; 1’7 aT*(6,r’) is
eventually unbounded in ij*(& E). 
On the other hand, since h is non-decreasing and I!*( 6, E) <y(6, F) < ~(6, E + I ), we 
have by (b) (at the beginning of this proof) that ~(~J*(~,&)), ~(~J(~,~)) < ~(6,s + l), 
so h(:*(b,a)), h(;(6,~)) E G:(“~+‘) for every large enough i < K. 
So, j’(c) is well defined. 
We have assumed that 8 is weakly reflective for K. So, by Observation 1.2(4), for 
stationarily many E E SE, ,f is not strictly increasing on any club of ~*(&a). If we 
take any such E, then cf(~*(~,~)) > He and j’ 1 y*(S,r;) : Y*(&,E) --+ y*(&c), as 
7*(&,x) > K. So Fact 1. I 1 applies and f is constant on some stationary subset of 
y*(ij,~). Let us denote that constant value by i,: = ia( Let q dzf y*(6,s). 
Ohsertution: The set UxEE,, af is an unbounded (even stationary) subset of Cd rl 
Y”(6,E). 
[Why? We can check that E,: ‘Af {{ < E : ;:*(6,<) E E,} is a club of E, so s, ds {[ E 
e,: : j’(i) = it:} C e,: is stationa~, and we conclude that (~$6, i) : [ E se) 2 y*(& E) 
is stationary in 7*(&c). Note that for each < f e,:, by the choice of I?, we have that 
Cf(y*(&;)) < K. 
Now we take any 5 E s,:. Since cf(y*(S, i)) < K, by the definition of J’, we have 
.,*(6,;) that a;, n Cc> is unbounded in I)*( 6, i). Then 
U UT n C,j 2 U a~:'(a3if n Ca, ma, ?*(mEs, 
and since siz is stationary in ~*(&a), we derive the desired conclusion.] 
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Continuation of the proof of Claim 1.13~: SO, by (V) in the choice of a’s and (3) 
of Fact l.l3a, we conclude that lJsEE /I af contains the entire Cd n Y*(&E). Hence, by 
(IV) of 1.13b, 
Now, there must be some j = j, < IC, such that {c E Sf : ie is well defined and = j> 
is a stationary subset of 8. 
If we let 6 vary, then j, is defined for every 6 E $ which satisfies (b). We show 
that the set of such 6 is stationary in Si. 
We now get to use (5) from 1.13a. Namely, 
is a club in 2. Therefore, 
is stationary, It is easily seen that every element of T satisfies (b), so the set of all 
ci E 5’ for which jd is defined is stationary. 
Now, for some i(*) < K, the set (6 E S : j, = i(*)} is stations. Therefore, 
(y = >J*(&E) : E E 3; & ih(~) is defined and = i(*>} 
is stationary in i.. For every such q = ~*(a,&), we define C = C(q) by C ‘zf Cg fl 
;‘*(&c). 
We can easily check that this is a we11 posed definition and that i = if*) is as 
required. 0 
Continuation of the proof of Main Theorem 1.13: Now we apply the previous claim 
to h<(< < ii). For every 5 < i,+, we fix i(t) < K as guaranteed by the claim. Then 
note that for some i(*) < K, the set 
W = {r < A’- : i(5) = i(*)} 
is unbounded in A+. Of course, we can in fact assume w to be stationa~, but we only 
need it to be unbounded. 
We now define a new family of functions, based on the &‘s. 
For every 5 E W and q E Si let h~,~ be the tinction with domain a; dzf UzEE,I a:(*), 
defined by 
&.,,(P) = Min(a; \ &(P)). 
Observe that a; C q and q = sup(aG ). We have noted before that for 5 < i: < I, we 
can fix an EC.: E 2 such that 
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So, if 1<5 E W, then 
Also, if { < ir E W, then 
Using the above functions, we define the following sets Ac,i for 5 < r E W. 
A:,< dg {y E Si : for unboundedly fl E a;, we have h;,,(P) < ht,,@)}. 
We now show that these sets witness that 9;. 1 Si is not A+-saturated. 
Note: 
(A) If < < 5 E W, then A(,< is a stationary subset of A. 
[Why? To see this, fix such [ < t and suppose that E is a club in 1, which misses 
A;& 
Suppose that q > x;,c and q E Si n E. Then y $4 A;,<, so there is Pa < sup(a,*) = ?I, 
such that for all p E (al \ PO), 
or, equivalently, 
[h;(P)JG)) n a; = 0. 
We can also assume fi0 3 RC,~, so [h;(p), ht(p))# 0. In particular, h&3) 6 a; _ We can 
further assume that q satisfies the conclusion of Claim l.l3c, with h = hc and i = i( *) 
(since iy E W). Let C be as there. 
But then the conclusion of Claim 1.13~ tells us that we can find a j? in C which is 
greater than fly and such that h&l) E a;.] 
(B) If [I <12 d C’Z G t1 E W, then Ac2.t2 \ A(,,(, is bounded. 
[Why? This follows easily by the remarks after the definition of hc,q.] 
Now assume, for contradiction, that 9;. 1 ,SL is A+-saturated. Then, by (B): 
(C) For each ll E W, WC have (A&g;& : < E ([, ?.+ ) fl W) is eventuaily constant, 
say fur 4 E [tc, A+ ). 
So, A; def A~,,F. satisfies <I < [2 E W =+ AC, >A;,(mod9;.) (again by (B)). Hence, 
again by the i,+-saturation of 9;. 1 Si, 
0) (A@;‘;, : i E W) is eventually constant, say j& lb 5”. 
Choose cc E W \ [* for E < PI:*, such that 
41) < @I =+ Q,,,, < iE(2), 
which is possible since W is unbounded. By (a) after the definition of h;, we can find 
an a* < 2 such that 
~(1) < 42) < A$,, A a* da < 3. -j h;,,,,(a) < k;>,,,(Oo < his,,,(a). (@I) 
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By clauses (C) and (D), for all [, t f W and E < pi*,, 
Al- = AL = AL,~;~ =ALL+, # @(modg!n). 
BY CC) and CD), 
n 4&+1 
= Ay*(mod Sa;). 
+*j 
so, 
A dzf n AM+, # 0 (modgA). 
fi’fi’;;., 
Now we can choose an q E A \ (01* + I), hence by @, 
41) < 42) < $*) A B E a; * h,,,(l,(B>~~h,i,,,,(B). (@l) 
For each /3 E a,* \(~*+l), the sequence (h,,c,(/?) : E < ,u;+~) is non-decreasing. Hence, 
since la;]G~i(*), for some E(P) < $*t, the sequence {~~,~~(~) : E(~~)GE < p$*,) is 
constant. Let E(*) dsf sup~~=~,~~*+,~(&(~)) < @*,. But q E Ag:te.,,~ct.I+,, hence by the 
definition of A~l’s, there is a fi E a; \ (c1* + 1) such that 
So we get a con~diction. Cl 
A similar argument can be applied to other normal filters 3 on I, under certain 
conditions. In addition, we shall see that under some assumptions on the cardinal 
arithmetic, the fact that 9 is not 12+-saturated is strongly witnessed, by the existence 
of a 0 on 9. That is, we obtain OG(S:). This notation is explained in the following 
Definition 1.14. If 9 is a normal filter on 1, and S is Sstationary, then O&S) means: 
There is a sequence (A a : cx E S) such that each A, C IX and for every A E [,I]‘, 
{YES: Anct=A,)~.3+. 
The statement Q$,(S) means: There is a sequence (Pa : a E S} such that each 
9, C Y(a) and ]B,] <a, and for every A 2 A, there is a C E LS such that for all u, 
By a well-known result of Knnen (see [6]), 
It is easily seen that V&S) implies the existence of an almost disjoint family of 
Sstationary subsets of 2, of size 2”. Therefore, if 09(S) holds, 9 is not 2”“saturated. 
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Looking back at the proof of Theorem 1.13, there are two important facts that we 
were using. The first is that there is a 19 E (K, A) such that 8 has the weak reflec- 
tion property for K. The other impo~ant ingredient of the proof is Fact 1.13~. Dealing 
with filters other than Ba, to obtain the corresponding version of 1.13~ we have to 
strengthen our assumptions. Here, Y[O, K) is as in Definition 1.3. 
Theorem 1.15. Assume ~1 > H = cf(B) > fc = cf(p) > No, while L = ,a+ and S,” .$ 
Y[O, IC). Suppose that 9 is a normal jilter on i such that Si E 9. If; for some S, 
(*) For every A E 9, 
{~~~:~Cacl~bi~~~{otp(Cn~): ~~CnA~#~mod~[~,~))} 
is a L&stationary set in 1, &: 
(1) CIaim 1.13~ holds for any c and a” as in the assumptions of C/aim l.l3c, 
with “‘stationary 2 r replaced by ~b~-stationary C i’: 
(2) $8 r S,” is not A+-saturated. 
(3) If2P = i and p[K] = ,a, then Q&(Sj) holds. 
We remind the reader of the notation p ~8 for the revised cardinal power, from 1201. 
Definition 1.16. Suppose that v > x are infinite cardinals and x is regular. Then 
vfxl = Min(lP : PC[vlx and 
VA E [vlx(A& the union of < x elements of 9)). 
Proof of Theorem 1.15. ( 1) and (2) are easily adjusted from Theorem 1.13. 
(3) The conclusion is the same as that of [l 11, Section 3, and the proof is the same. 
The assumptions on the cardinal arithmetic are here the same as in [ 11, Section 31, 
with x from there equal to our IC. The only difference is that the proof in [I 1, Section 
31, started from o(n), but we can use Fact 1.13a instead. cl 
2. The /_&S) principle 
Suppose that S is a stationary subset of a regular uncountable cardinal 1. The aim 
of this section is to formulate a combinatorial principle which suffices to show that 
certain normal filters on J. cannot be ;i+-saturated. The principle, i’_,(S), is a form 
of 4(S), where 6 is a sequence of ordinals. Our interest in this comes from two facts 
presented in 2.8. Firstly, if 1 is a successor of a singular cardinal p of uncountable 
cofinality K, then i”_,(J\si) is always true. This can be used to obtain an alternative 
proof of that part of the result from [ 13, Th. 143 = [14, Th. 61 which states that no 
normal filter concentrating on 3, \ Si is If-saturated. Secondly, if $[,I, K) 1 S,” contains 
only non-stationary sets, +T,($) is true, so by 2.5. we can conclude that 9 r Sz is 
not 3,+-saturated. The key to the proof of 2.8. is the combinato~al Lemma 2.7. 
We commence by recalling the definition of some versions of 4. 
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Definition 2.0. Let J. be an uncountable regular cardinal and S G 1 stationary. Then: 
(0) 4(S) means: There is a sequence A = (A, : a E S n LIA4) such that: 
(i) For each o! E S fl LIM, the set A, is an unbounded subset of ~1. 
(ii) For all A E [A]‘, the set 
G&,,[A] ‘kf {a E s n LZM : A, &A} 
is non-empty. 
(1) 4*(S) means: There is a sequence 8’ = (PU : c( E S n LIM) such that 
(i) For each CI E S n LZM, we have IPEl d la]. 
(ii) If B E .5YN, then B is an unbounded subset of CI. 
(iii) For every A E [A]‘, there is a club CA of A such that 
Many authors use a different definition of 4, in which every unbounded set is 
required to be “guessed” stationarily many times. The following well-known fact shows 
that the two definitions are equivalent. We also include some other easy observations 
about Definition 2.0. 
Fact 2.1. Assume that ;1 and S are as in Dejinition 2.0. 
(O)_ ZfA = (A a : a E S n LZM) is a 4(S)-sequence, &, for every A E [,I]‘, the 
set G&s,[4 is stationary. 
(1) Zf i(S) holds, then there is a b(S)-sequence (A, : a E S n LZM) such that for 
each a E S n LZM, we have that otp(A,) = cf(a). 
(3) Suppose that 9 is a normal jilter on 2 and S E gdf is such that @ exemplijies 
that W(S) holds. Then, for every A E [A]‘, the set G$(s,[A] is %stationary. 
Proof. (0) Otherwise, we could find an A E [A]” and a club C in ,4 such that for all tl 
in C n S n LZM, the set A, is not a subset of A. Then set At = {Min(A \ tx) : a E C}, 
so At E [AlA. But if A, C At, then A, is also a subset of A. On the other hand, since 
At is unbounded in CI (as A, is), also C is unbounded in a, therefore a E C. This is 
a contradiction. 
(1) Suppose that (B, : a E S n LZM) exemplifies i(S) and define for each a E 
S n LZA4, the set A, to be any cofinal subset of B, with otp(A,) = cf(a). 
(3) We simply remind the reader of the following elementary 
Observation: For every club C of 2, we have C E 9 (so the set S n C is 9 
stationary). 
[Why? Suppose that C is a club of A such that C $ 9, so S \ C E 9. We define 
the following function, for u E S \ C: 
f(a) %f sup(C n a) 
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and we note that f is regressive on S \ C. Then we can find a T C S \ C which is 
$%-stationary and such that f 1 T is a constant. Then T must be bounded, which is a 
contradiction. J q 
Now we introduce the version of the i* principle that will mainly interest us. The 
guessing requirement is weaker, while the order type of the sets entering each family 
in the **-sequence is controlled by a sequence of ordinals. 
Definition 2.2. Let i be a regular uncountable cardinal and SC A stationary. Let 
s= (0 a : a E S) be a sequence of ordinals. Then 
i_,(S) means: There is a sequence .& = (9, : ct E S ff LIM) such that: 
(i) For each c1 E S n LZM, the family Pa consists of ,< /~lj abounded subsets 
of CI. 
(ii) For each cx E S n LZM and B E Pa, we have otp(B) < 6,. 
(iii) For A E [nlA, h t ere is a club CA of il such that 
Ggti(&4] dAf {g : (38 E .!?&a = sup(BnA))} >C,., nSnLZA4. 
If for each 01 E S, 8, = cf(u) + 1, we omit 6 in the above notation. 
If for some p we have that 13, = p for all a E S n LIM, then we write i?,(S) rather 
than i’_,(S). 
We make some easy remarks on Definition 2.2. 
Observation 2.3. Assume that J., S and t? are as in De$nition 2.2. 
(0) Zf the set of all a f S n LIM for which 8, > cf(or) is eon-stationary, &z 
W-#(S) is false. otherwise W(S) + i_e(S). 
(1) If CY<B, IYI cf(N) 6 Ial, for each CI E S, & 
K,-(S) * IL’(S). 
(2) Suppose that g is a normal Jilter on ,l, while S is %stationary and @ exem- 
clues &_‘,(S). Tfaen, for every A E [n]’ the set G$. _&A] is ~-stationary. 
- 0 
Proof. (0) Obvious. 
(1) If @= (9,: cc E S n LIM) exemplifies QEB(S), define 
P; = 
{ 
{B : 34 E t7p, (B C A A B cofinal in a A otp(B) = cf(a))} if 0, > cf(a), 
{a> otherwise. 
Then ]9$] = /9,] cf(af < c1 and, by (0), (Pi : a E S n LIM) exemplifies i*(S). _ 
(2) Like 2.1.3. tl 
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We can consider also &sequences whose failure to guess is always confined to a 
set in a given ideal on A. In this context, for example b(S) will mean /(S)/JJ,. 
Definition 2.4. Let A and S be as above, while 9 is an ideal on A. Then 
i(S)/9 means: There is a sequence 2 = (Aa : M E S) such that each A, is a cofinal 
subset of tl, and this sequence has the following property. For every A E [A]“, the set 
G&,,, [A] dAf {CI : A, C_ A} 
satisfies G&s,,,9[A] $ 4. 
If 9 is the dual filter of the ideal 9, then &c(S)/9 means the same as (Fc(S)/4. 
We extend this definition in the obvious way to the other mentioned versions of the 
4 principle. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that A = p+ and p is a limit cardinal. 
(1) Assume that h*_,(S) holds for a stationary S c 2. Then no normal jilter 9 on 
S is A+-saturated. 
(2) If S C 3, is stationary and 9 is a normal jilter on S such that i’_,(S)/9 holds, 
h 9 is not A+-saturated. 
Proof. Let us fix a sequence .@ = (9)6 : 6 E S n LIM) which exemplifies (L*_,(S). 
Therefore, for each 6 E S n LIM, we have a family 9~ = {Pa,; : i < is < 6) such that 
each Ps,, is a cofinal subset of 6 of order type otp(Pd,i) < p. 
We fix a l-l onto pairing function pr : 1 x 1, + i \ o such that for each CI, fi E A, 
we have 
Max{a,P)Gpr(~,P) -C (I4 + PI)+. 
(Here, we use the convention that n+ = N1 for n E ID.) 
We shall also fix a club C of A\p such that 
a,B < Y&YEC*pr(4& <Y. 
Now, we choose sets bi for i < A+ and o! < A, and the functions hi : I + 1 for 
j < ;I+ as in the proof of 1.13, and with the same properties as there. For < < A+, 
we define the unbounded subset Xl of 3, by 
Xi !Ef {pr(ol,hc(cc)) : c( < A}, 
and partial functions gc by 
gc(S) kf Min{i < 6 : sup(Xc n Pa,i) = 6). 
In fact, the domain of each gi is exactly the set G@ hL,(s)[Xc], so Dom(gc) is ?&stationary 
(by 2.3.2). For 6 E Dom(gi) n C, we can define 
f ((6) d”f pr(gi(b), IP6,gC(~jI+) 
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Notice that gi is regressive on its domain, so if 62,~ and fc(S> is defined, then 
f<(s) < 6 {as 6 E C). Therefore, there is a 9Qtationary set 3~ such that f c 1 Bc is 
constantly equal to pr(ic, 0,) for some ii and a regular cardinal 0~ < p. Then there are 
i* < II and a regular cardinal 8* < p such that the set 
W %r {[ < i,+ : (ii,t?c) = (i*,O*)} 
is unbounded. 
Let us define for S n act(C) 0 LIM with if -c i” the set 
d6 sf (ff : (36) (pr{ff,~) E pw)> U {b : (gg) (prC%a> E %i*)). 
By the definition of pr, we have ds C: 6. In fact, since 6 E act(C), the set d6 is an 
unbounded subset of 8. Like in 1.13, we can define for r E W and 6 for which db is 
defined, a function hc,a on d6 given by 
&s(P) = Min(& \ (h&I) + 1)) if 4 \ (h&I) + 1) # 0, 1 
I otherwise. 
Therefore 
&,a : ds --+ d6 u (;I). 
For [, < E W we define sets 
Ag = (6 E S : da is delined and for unboundedly p f da 
we have h&P) < h&P)l. 
Assume now that 92 is J&+-saturated, and let us make some simple observations about 
the just defined sets: 
is 
(a) Ay,J9 increase with < and decrease with [. 
(b) Since .9 is JVf-saturated, for any fixed c E IV, the sequence (Ac,c/~ : ;f < A+> 
eventually constant, let us say for < E [Q,n+) n W. 
Similarly, 
(c) {r4~ %f A[,,,/9 : ( -c A+) are eventually constant, say for 5 f #’ \ [(*). 
We choose by induction on E < 8’ ordinals c, such that: 
(i) ir-: E (i(*>,n+). 
(ii) i, E W. 
(iii) ce are strictly increasing with E. 
(iv) iE+l > Sr4. 
Therefore 
Let y(*) < I be such that for all a f (y(*),~+), the sequence (ham : E < f3*) is 
strictly increasing. (Recall that for i < 5 < il+, we know that hc is even~ally strictly 
less than ht.) We can as well assume that y(*) > w. 
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By the above and the fact that 8* < A, we can find a set E E 99 such that 
s(l) < 42) < @* =$ 4,,,irir,Z) n E = &,,,e;,,,, n E = 4) n E. 
We can assume that Min(E) > y(e). Without loss of generality, we can also add that 
E C acc( C) and 
since 0* < A. 
Now we discuss two possible cases, the first of which corresponds to the situation 
in 1.13. 
Case 1. For mme fa[(*), we have c E W and Agsf f~ Bc is ~-stationary. We 
choose a 6 E EnBfnAy(,). In pa~i~ular, ds is defined. We consider {h&,6 : E < 0%). 
By the choice of E, each h&,s is a function from ds to itself. 
For any x E d6 \ y(*), the sequence (hc,,a(cx) : E < O*) is non-decreasing. As 6 E 81 
and < E W, we know that (d61 dlP6,i* 1 < O”, so the above sequence is eventually 
constant. 
Similarly, Ida \ yf*)j < @*, so there is some CO < 8” and some function h such that 
for all E E (so,@*), we have h&,8 1 (d6 \ y(*)) = h. But 6 E A[(*) n E, so 6 E AC,<,,., 
for all E c= I?, and therefore for any such E, 
is unbounded in 6. This is a contradiction. 
Case 2. A[(,) fl Bi is not Sstationary for any f E W with [><(*). Then for all 
5 E W and c E W \ &+), the set AQ fl Bc is not %stationary, as A;,Q C Ay(,)/S3. 
Similarly, since for [ < 5 E W, we have that A;,< C Ag;/9, we conclude that A~J nBc 
is not ~-stationa~ for any 5 < 5 E W and [ E W \ [(*). 
On the other hand, as each By for i E W is B-stationary, and we are assuming that 
Q is k+-saturated, there are i < i” E W \ i( ) * such that 3~ n Bg: is 2%stationary. We 
fix such i and t. 
Let us choose a 6 E (EnBinBg)\Ai,e. Without loss of generality, we can assume 
that there is an a~,[ < 6 such that X>,CQ =+ hi(a) < h<(a). Note that ds is defined. 
Then, by the definition of A(,(, we can find a yt E (zc,e,S) such that 
.%,a 1 (da \ ~1) = &,a 1 (da \ ~1). 
Note now that there is a club Et such that 
cx E EE + h,&xQc, 
and a similarly defined club EC. We can without loss of generality assume that S E 
El f? Et, so both hy and hc are functions from da to itself. Now, since 6 E By n Bg, we 
know that gc(S) = g;(S) = i(e). By the definition of Xc, we can find an a f (~1,s) 
such that pr(a1,he(ai)) E dg, so by the definition of hc,s we have 
hg,a(ai) > h&at). 
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On the other hand, @a~ ) < &tat) E ds, so hc,s(ai) < h~(crt ). Therefore, hi,a(~t) # 
h&a(at ), which is a con~diction to !xI > yr. 
(2) Follows from the proof of (1). Cl 
Like 0 and by the same proof, the usual 4 principle on i can be used for guessing 
not just unbounded subsets of A, but any other structure which can be coded by the 
unbounded subsets of /1. With the i‘ principle, this does not seem to be the case, or 
at least the O-like proof fails. In particular, we do not know if the following is true: 
Question 2.6. Suppose that ;I is a regular uncountable cardinal and S a stationary subset 
of I such that i?(S) holds. Is it true that there is a sequence (9, : LX E S fl LZM) 
with the following properties: 
(i) Each 9”, consists of partial actions from cx to CL, each of which has an 
unbounded subset of tl as its domain. 
(ii) /9,1 <a. 
(iii) For every function f : 1 + 1, there is a club Cf of /z with the property 
a E CJ 0 S n LZM + (3g E P@) (sup@ f Dam(g) : g(P) = f(a)) = tl)? 
We note that a positive answer to 2.6 would quite simplify the proof of 2.5. 
Our next goal is to prove that *?_,(A \ S,“) is true for any d which is the successor 
of a singular cardinal ,U of uncountable cofinality K. The key is the following 
Lemma 2.7. Assume that 1= ,u+ and No < tc = cf(p) < p. Also ZJ = Ci<x,Ui, where 
(Pi : i < K> is an increasing continuous equence of cardinals and, for simplicity, 
p0 > Ic. m there is a sequence 
((as : i < K,CI < A) 
such that for every CI < 2, the sets ag(i < K) are subsets of c1 which are ~-~ncre~ing 
in i, with /a;] <pi, and such that: 
For any f : A+ I, if 
Af = {a < 2: a= sup{{ E a; : f(c) E a:}}, 
(A) A[ are ~-increasing in i. 
(B) J. \ 8,” C UicK Af(mod 91). 
(C) If y E Si, while i < K and Af rejects on y, then y E Af. (In fact, this is true 
for any y < /z with tc 2 cf(y) > No. ) So: 
(CT’) If Sf kf S,” \ Q,,Af, then for no i < IC does Af refect in any 6 f SF 
(D) There is a non-stationary set N such that 5’~ \ N E 9[L, K). 
Proof. We describe the choice of sets a;, and then we check that all claims of the 
lemma are satisfied. 
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First we fix a sequence (eY : y E L&f il A> such that eY is a club of y with otp(eY) = 
cf(y). Then we define by induction on a < I sets a: for all i < K, requiring that for 
ail limit y 
in addition to the requirements that we already mentioned in the statement of the 
lemma. 
Now we suppose that f : 2. + /1 is given, and check claims (A)-(D). 
(A) This follows from the fact that for every a < A, 
i < j < fc * a: C_ a;. 
(B) Let 
E sf {N E .l : c( = sup{[ < ~1: f(c) < a}}. 
Then E is a club of 1. We shall show that 
(A. \ St) 17 ace(E) 2 U Af. 
i<K 
So, let us take a y E act(E) such that cf(y) # K. Then e,, n E is a club of y, and 
otp(ev il E) = cf(y). Let ey I-I E = {Be : E < cf(y)} be an increasing enumeration. So, 
for all E, we have 
f(P6) < &+i < Y* 
Since cf(y) # K, there must be an i < tc such that for some unbounded c C cf(y), we 
have U4,f(PE> : E E c} C: ui (note that we are using the fact that a: are increasing 
with i). Then y E A{. 
(C) Suppose that rc> cf(‘) > No and Af reflects on y. In particular, Af R e, is 
stationary in y. Given an CL < y, we can fund a c E Af n er such that c1 < 5. Then, 
there is a 5 E ai such that CI < < and f(t) f uf, by the definition of A[. Since 
cf(y) 5 h: < pi, we have that a; La:, and we are done. 
(C’ ) This follows immediately by (C). 
(D) Define h : St, --+ fc by h(a) dgf Min{i : CI E Af}. Then, if 6 E Sf il act(E), the 
function h is defined on S:, n 6 and not constant on any s~tion~ set of 6, by (C’). 
By 1.11, h is increasing on some club of 6. q 
Theorem 2.8. (1) Suppose that 2 = pL+, and p > cf(p) = K > No. Then, &,(n\$!) 
holds and K,(S,“)/9[A, K) holds. 
(2) If in fl,J we in addition msume that p is a .strong limit, & )*(A \ Si) holds 
and W($)/4[2, K) hoI& 
Proof. Let us fix sets a: (i -c K) for c1 < I as guaranteed by Lemma 2.7. We fix for 
all o! E a a cofinal subset Pp( of a such that otp(P,) = cf(ol). 
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(1) We shall define for CI E 2, 
9, = 
{ 
6 : i < k-b? sup(ap) = El U {P& 
CL 
Now, certainly each 9, is a family of 6 /cxI subsets of ~1. 
Suppose that A E [A]” is given, and let f be an increasing enumeration of A. In 
particular, f(c) > 6 for all [ E 2. The set 
is a club of 1. Let us take any a E C II S&. By (B) of Lemma 2.7, there is an i < K 
such that a E Af, where A{ is as defined in Lemma 2.7. Then c( = sup{c E Q: : 
f(i) E a;}, so CY = sup(A n a;>. 
This proves &_,(A \ Si). With the same definition of P?’ ‘Af (PE : CY c A), let us 
start again from an A E [A]“, and f and C as above. Let Sf and N be as in Lemma 
2.7, so S, \ N E $[J., K). If c( E C n ,S, \ 5”,, then we argue as above, to conclude that 
cI E G~~,(s;)/s,d,K)[AJ. 





(all cofinal sequences of 51 included in a: : i -=c TC} U {Pa} if ]tlj >it, 
{E> otherwise. 
Then 19,]621’l + K < b. 
We argue similarly on Si, using the set Sf as above. 0 
As a consequence, we obtain another proof of (a part of) a theorem from [ 13, Th. 
141 and [14, Th. 61, as well as some other statements. 
Corollary 2.9. Suppose that R = p+ and 6 > cf(p) = K > No. Then: 
(I) No ~o~~a~ jilter on L \ Si is I+-saturated. 
(2) If $3 is a ~or~al~lter an 5‘: such that S[& K) r S,f cunta~s only awn-stationary 
sets, then 9 is not ,I+-saturated. 
(3) rfh(S) holds, then 91, r S is not a+-saturated. 
Proof. (1) &_,(A \ S,“) holds, by 2.8. By 2.5, 9 cannot be If-saturated. 
(2) Similar. 
(3) See 2.10(2) below. q 
Concluding Remarks 2.10. (0) Another useful version of the &principle on 2 for 
a stationary SC A is h-(S), which says that: There is a sequence @ = (4”, : CI E 
S n UM) such that 9’& is a family of <,<a unbounded subsets of CI with the property 
that for all unbounded subsets A of 1, 
G&&A] ‘kf {ct E S : 3B E P',(B C A n a)} 
is non-empty. 
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As opposed to the situation with 0, it does not have to be true that (L-(S) + b(S). 
Of course, still i’(S) =% i-(S), so we do not consider )J- here. 
( 1) We can also consider versions of & or a- for which the size of each pE is 
determined by some cardinal pa, not necessarily equal to la]. Also, we can combine 
this idea with the idea of 4_~, so also the order type of sets in 9, is controlled by 
some prescribed sequence 8. 
(2) If we now define &I,(S) in the obvious way, then it follows from the proof of 
2.5 that for 1 = p+ and p singular, @S,(S) is enough to guarantee that 3~ f 5’ is not 
A+-saturated. Therefore, in particular, h(S) suffices. 
For a the successor of a strong limit, most “reasonable” versions of ) coincide. 
(3) After hearing our lecture at the Logic Seminar in Jerusalem, Fall 1994, M. Magi- 
dor showed us an alternative proof of 2.5 using elementary embeddings and ultrapowers 
and not requiring ~1 to be a limit cardinal. 
(4) Tbe assumptions of 1.13 and 2.5 seem similar, but we point out that they are 
in fact different. The existence of a 8 < A which weakly reflects at rc is not the same 
as the assumption that 3[n, K) 1 S,” contains only bounded sets. 
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